CHAPTER XXV
the culminating tragedy
although the signature of the Turkish treaty meant the final abandonment
of Nadir's dream of marching to the Bosphorus or of taking Baghdad,
he nevertheless felt relieved that a settlement with the Turks had at last
been effected ; to celebrate the event, he spent several days in feasting
and drinking. His rejoicing, however, was cut short by the arrival of
disturbing reports of the Sistan rebellion and of local outbreaks in
Khurasan.
The internal situation of Persia had been serious enough in 1743
and 1744, when several isolated revolts had occurred, but by this time
the people had become further embittered by the terribly repressive
measures that had been taken to quell the revolts and by the Shah's in-
creasing lust for blood and money. Sullen resentment was, in fact,
being replaced by savage desperation.
In consequence of the disquieting news from the east, Nadir decided
to return to Mashhad via Isfahan and Kirman. He reached Isfahan early
in December, 1746, and remained there for seven weeks. Whilst in
tHat city, he gave signs of increasing mental derangement ; to quote
Hanway 1 :
" From an incessant fatigue and labour of mind, attended with some infirmities
of body, he had contracted a disposition, which in the generality of mankind is called
by the name of peevishness, bat in him was a diabolical fierceness, with a total
insensibility of human sufferings. His avidity, as common to sickly minds, increased
with his years ; and in order to indulge it, he seemed resolved to perform some
master-stroke of cruelty. During his stay at Isfahan, he committed barbarities
beyond any of the former years of his reign,"
The Jesuit Pere Bazin, who at that time was appointed chief physician
to the Shah through the instrumentality of Peirson, the Resident of the
East India Company,1 described Isfahan as resembling a city which,
having been taken by assault, had then been given up to the fury of the
conquerors. Whenever he emerged from the palace he would see the
corpses of twenty-five to thirty men who had been strangled at Nadir's
* Vol. IV, pv 258.	' For fmtiMT details, see Appeadfot I.
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